Announcements

- Hand back homework
- Midterm October 2
  - Covers all lecture/recitation material up through complex numbers
  - Good sample problems? The book examples
  - Formula sheet will be given on Monday
Office Hours

- Leroy
  - Tuesday, Thursday 10:05-11:30, Hitchcock 208

- Lianna
  - Thursday 2:30-4:00 Caldwell 284

- Lisa
  - Thursday 1:00-2:00, Friday 4-5 Hitchcock 179
Lecture

- Let’s continue with sinusoids
  - Let’s finish Problem 6-1
  - Don’t forget to use radians in your calculator
  - Do Problem 6-3

- Good examples 6-1, 6-2 (we’ll look at these)
Homework for the Week

- **Lecture**
  - Problems 5-2, 5-4, 5-10, 5-14, 6-2, 6-4 due Monday Sept 29

- **Recitation**
  - Problems will be done in class Problems 6-1, 6-3
  - Reflection due Thursday Oct 2

- **Lab**
  - Matlab 1 HW due by Tuesday Sept 30